Where to Invest
Rs. 350 Crores?
Gurdwara Beautification
or Empowerment of Youth?
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Guru Di Golak
Let's Educate,
Empower and
Provide Healthcare
to Underprivileged
and Sikiligars
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Comments

Nanak Singh Nishter

"You might have used or heard the name of ""Rooh Afza"" cool drink syrup, manufactured by Hamdard DawaKhana. In 1950 its founder
Hakeem Abdul Hameed endowed all its income to Hamdard Education Society, now having its ""Hamdard University"" at Tughlaq Abad,
Delhi. This society has produced more than 250 Muslim I.A.S. officers across the country, giving them free boarding, lodging, coaching
and scholarships. This year 31 Muslim candidates have been selected for I.A.S.. Can't we establish any such institution for the Sikhs? If
anybody is interested to know more about it, I will send my book ""Sikhs - Education and Empowerment"".

Surinderjit Singh

Any organization acting for or on behalf of Sangat must involve Sangat fully. Gone are those days when Sangat were only told to listen and
adhere to 1-way-traffic i.e. Management to Sangat. Every [a-z]GPC/DSGMC must open their books/accounts to SANGAT and involve
Sangat fully in every process of development. We are living in world of internet age where word spreads faster than ever, let's utilizing
this wonderful and awesome resouce ""INTERNET"" to enlighten and rekindle every soul with Gurmat Gyaan straight from
Sri.Guru.Granth.Sahib.Ji. Let's construct Souls thru Gurmat and not waste efforts/money/time on constructing unnecessary
BUILDINGS/WALLS, let's work to break the inner wall and construct souls!"

Manpreet Singh

Sheer waste of money! It is only the rich who have cars and they need parking. Guru Ki Golak is being looted by people who have no accountability.

Supreet Singh

DSGMC hould focuc on completing Guru Harkrishan multispeciality medical institute at Bala Sahib , so that MBBS courses can be started
as soon as possible"

Supreet Singh

We don't need any such monument rather sikh quom need excellent world class academic infrastructure. There is a pending project of
medical college at Bala Sahib which needs to be opened for sikh students so that Sikhs should achieve a milestone in medical field, also in
coming future lots of lots of opportunity are in medical field bcos with the down of economy in US and EU medical sector will also be
outsourced to India and we must equipped ourselves to survive in that period"

Inder Mohan Singh

DSGMC is reluctant to provide any information about their functioning. For this, penalty of more than Rs. one lakh has been imposed on the
DSGMC by the CIC. No budget is passed, no audit of accounts are done, there is no transparecy, large scale corruption is there, illegal
appointments are being made in schools/institutions to ruin the future of our children, there are
cases of sexual abuses against the Principals and Chairmans of these schools. Hence, Mr. Sarna J a s k a r a n S i n g h : R e l i g i o u s
has no right to stay in office leave aside to start any project without the approval of the General
Institutions are for Building
House and the Sikh Sangat of Delhi, on whose offering the day to day affairs of the DSGMC are
Character
of Youth to Build Strong
being run.

Balwant Singh (Malaysian)

We dont need it.

Nation. Huge Investments in these
places is nothing but another 2G and
Commonwealth Scam as there is no
transparency and accountability .

Ravi Ranjan Singh

"Gurdwara Sahib is nobodies property, More than Parking, we need justice."

Dr. Raghbir Singh

"Hitherto the activities of the persons in saddle of DSGMC had been to make Sikh institutions
the exclusive preserve of the haves amongst the Sikhs. According to Sikhi, persons at the lowest
ebb are the most important to Gurus and their thinking. Establishment of an air conditioned
banquet hall styled as Lakhi Shah Vanjara Hall was a first step in that direction. Can a Sikligar or Vanjara Sikh living in Sultanpuri,
Kalyanpuri or Tirlokpuri afford to perform the marriage of their off springs in these palatious banquet halls? Are they lesser entities
amongst us? Where are equal rights for them?"

Dr. Rajinder kaur, USA

"We read your concern about the devotees parking site. Please accept our concent for the benefits of public.

Gautam Singh, USA

"We did not experience a parking problem the Gurudwara Sahib some years ago. Lets use our funds where they are put to better use.

Dr. Kuldeep Singh, Ambala

"We should use this huge amount for unemployed Sikh youth, education for Sikh children and dissemination of Sikhism. This is the right
way to use 'Guru Ki Golak'.

Hari Singh Matharu

"I support your mission, We should put blanket ban on all construction including constructing new Gurudwaras. Please also include in
Coordinator, Sant Sipahi Vichar Manch the petition the ban on Putting GOLD inside Gurudwara Bangla Sahib.

Sarabjeet Singh

It is not a new thing which is being done by a gurdwara committee. be it dgsmc or sgpc, all are making fool of people by wasting hard
earned money of sikhs. I am sure that a large chunk of this money being wasted will go into the pockets of the concerned persons.
otherwise they can't take this type of drastic decision by building parking (most of the time useless) and destroying already built
infrastructure. his plan of parking must must must must be taken back and money should be used to build free schools for sikhs only."

Jatinder Singh

Sirf Apnia jeban Bharan lai Sab Kuch ho rahiya hai, hor kuch nai. Rab da koi dar nai. is toh ilawa is paise naal agar Sikha lai rojgaar de
sadhan banaye jaande tah wadhiya honda. Sikh de bachiya nu free Educatoin de ke kom nu hor majboot kita jaanda.

Prabhjyot Singh

Yes, i agree that before taking up such a big project involving an expenditure of rs.350crores, the DSGMC must take the approval of the
sangat to begin the work. I also feel that the present committee whose term has expired cannot take this decision. So, first let the
elections to the DSGMC be held and the incoming committee think over the project in association with the sangat."

jagbir singh anand

We dont need such waste of large money for this parking lot. better for sikh children´s study and future. children are the back-bone of
sikh nation we must do something for them. waheguru bless us all with good will (sammatt).

Charanjit Singh Lally

The issue raised by GOCS is timely and am thankful to all members for waking us up on this important issue. I feel that DSGMC may be
petitioned to stop this wasteful project particularly so because the legal term of DSGMC is already over and the elections are round the
corner. Further, GOCS must help Sikhs in filling up their forms for enrolement as voters for elections to the DSGMC else there shall be
manipulations like previous years. Delhi Government must also take note of it and stop DSGMC from acting in haste when their term is
already over. "

Paramjyot Singh

I agree that 350 cr project for the Parking is a waste, as their are many other better options for investing this huge amount where we can
get min 12% return per anum that is Rs.42 Cr per anum, Rs 3.50 cr per month which can be used in the betterment of Sikh Kaum in many
ways. Please think wisely.

Simran Kaur

"kisi garib nu roti de dio, free education provide kar do, employment dio, dsgmc vichon corruption hatao. "

Durlabhjeet Singh

"If parking is made, I will stop giving my daswandh to gurdwara."

Jaspreet Singh

The planned spend seems highly unjustified keeping in view that education and healthcare require a high priority and will benefit the
future generations of not only Sikhs but others as well - in the path of the Gurus.

RPS KOHLI

Put a stop to wasteful expenditure! It is time to put your funds in community development programs like Education, Employment etc"

Paramjeet Singh

dh lkMs dksy xq#}kjs Åij ekcZy vrs lksuk ykmu rks osy fey xbZ tsM+k gqu vlha ikfdZax cuksu yx i, gk fd lkMh detksj vrs xjhc
fl[kk ybZ dksbZ ftEesokjh ugh gS xq#ukud ikr’kkg us felhvk jksVhvk uk [kkds vrs HkkbZ ykyks nhvk lqds lrq [kkns lu vlh Hkqy x, gk---

Navneet Singh

Sikhi is founded on democratic principles. Our all Gurus acted with tranparency, accountability and took decisions
involving sikh sangat in all matters. Today our leaders spend milions without sangats consent meaninglessly. Leadership
need to restructure DGMC on these fundamentals and bring in transparency, accountability and work for masses with
their approval

“ To see more enlightening and thoughtful comments of concerned Sikhs, please visit www.gocs.org "

Name

Comments

Jagpreet singh ghai

"we have a glorious past where the sacrifices made by sikhs for others and
*Source: THE TRIBUNE,
the selfless service provided made us a community looked up by others. We
Chandigarh, 11 May 2011
are no more at war nor do we own kingdoms where your philosophy has to
be accepted but we need to be holders of such skills and talent that it
impacts the life of many. Professios such as doctors, politicians or business
such as hospitals & factories be looked upon. If required the community
should develop institutions which bring out people armed with qualifiction
and finance. In today's times we need to be able to touch and better the
lives of many other than our own family, if we want to make life of our
community easier. Let us use the money of the gurudwara judisiously so
that the faith of people in a gurudwara stays. "
Jaspal Singh
"Don't waste money like this. People can use public transport on special
occasions, which happens 3 to 5 times a year. Invest this money in building
Hospitals, Schools and Colleges which is in great need for Sikh Panth. See
the states like Maharashtra and Karnataka, they have huge number of
colleges. The Young generation from these states are so much educated
that they get good jobs in India and Abroad. Why Sikhs have to be worker
and Truck or Taxi drivers. Sikh's future is not in Parking but in Education &
Health. Invest the Sangat's Donation Wisely."
Kulbir Singh, Australian Sikh "Please don't waste money of Sikh Sangat. Similar size parking can be built
in one/fourth of the cast. Complete the hospital and Gurdwara Parbamdhak
Committee spend money wisely on parking and on Sikh youth development work."
Gurpreet Singh
"The Sikhs which by far is the most blessed community in this world unfortunately has lost it. Instead of uplifting the
community and fighting the current decay and try and bring the youth back into the fold we are building fancy buildings with
gold etc. Our guru is the shabad, not the gurdwara building. Lets spend the millions we have on building a community that is
proud of its heritage and bring back the youth in our fold."
JASVINDER SINGH
"I am totally against this parking project.Moreover,i am against useless beautification of gurdwaras.Gurdwaras are meant
for upliftment of our souls and character which is sadly lacking in our gurdwaras.Sikhi prachar is crying for some drastic
action to fortify our dwindling moral character and ethos.Jathebandis should concentrate on preventing patitpana among
sikhs increasing by the day instead of wasting our scare money on parking.If you[dsgmc] are concerned for sangat,you
should hire buses on occasion of gurpurabs free which would still save us lot of money."
Parvinder Kaur
"Comminity needs much more things like literacy, employment etc. rather than a picnic spot. Gurdwara should remain a
source of spiritual bliss, and not of worldly pleasures."
Rajwant singh Bami
"Gurdwara should be leading the change in the transportation system.There should be free bus services from all areas of the
city to the gurdwara therefore reducing the car traffic,on the special days of the year.This will avoid the unneccesary
investment.These funds an be used positively to promote sikhi by having more local sikh primary schools in all areas of the city
reducing the need for travel ."
Jatinder Singh
"Please spend the money on saving Sikh Youth, Creat your own effective media where sikh youth can have some role models
to look at & to follow in todays generation."
Captain Satinde Pal Singh Most important aspect is education.that's what Jews gave prirority and we can see where the community is all over
world.
Jeet Mohini
Sikhs have a lesson worth learning from Jews how their leaders/elderly invested their resources in the education of their
youth. The state of Sikh youth is not hidden and their etiquettes and discipline is much visible during gurpurabs. Why not
Invest in them which will bring glory to sikh panth.
Inderjeet Singh Basra
"It will not be wise and visionery on our part to spend Rs.350 crores on parking . With this you not only lose the entry from
main gate as tomorrow govt will only give you access from Mandir side (rear side). What will be the benefit to those people
who do not possess car but still contribute to gurdwaras. Open a school/college that benefit the whole community. we
requires mass education not mass parking. Dear leaders, community is watching you - prove to be wise. "
Mahendar Pal Singh
"We all should focus on Health & Education for our needy Sikh families. There are laks of Sikligar & Vanjara Sikhs in Madhya
Pradesh, Maharshtra, Karnataka, Rajasthan & Gujrat. In Karnataka alone there are more than 500 families of Sikligars.
Karnataka Sikh Welfare Society Bangalore in assciation of NSWC, Delhi are taking care of these families for their Housing,
Health & Education. Similar efforts are required at all other states."
Ichhpal Singh
vIr jIE, ieh PzUl KrcI bMd kr ky is`K nOjuAwnI ƒ cMgI ividAw, cMgw rozgwr Aqy isglIgrW, dilqW Awid pCVIAW SRyxIAW ivc ies Dn ƒ
cMgy qrIky nwl vrq ky kOm, smwj Aqy mnuKqw leI kMm kIqw jw skdw hY jI[
Raminder Singh
Parvinder Ahuja
Amajit Pathak
Meena Singh

another commonwealth
Money be only spent on giving quality education to sikh youth and on siklgars to build good human material and definitely
not on buildings
Awareness initiative by Group of Concerned Sikhs (GOCS) is a step forward and it will help in changing mindset of people
managing Gurdwaras.
Dear Sir, History records leaders for their decisions. The impact of these decisions could put the whole community in lead or
lag. Considering the present state of Sikhs, panthic prudence would be to pledge all the duswandh only on education
(primary, secondary, vocational, research etc.) for next 25 years to strengthen the foundation of Khalsa educationally

An Architect’s View of Proposed Beautifiation plan of
Gurdwara Rakabganj Sahib,New Delhi

Proposed infrastructure includes multi level car
parking for 3000 cars, beside other facilities,
perhaps the biggest in India. The biggest car
parking project so far by Delhi Govt. is for 1582
cars at KG Marg.
Existing Structures like Darshani Deori (Present
Main Gate), Guru Granth Sahib Resource Center
Inaugurated by Dr. Manmohan Singh Prime
Minister of India (Presently being used as Office
Complex of DSGMC), Lakhi Shah Vanjara Hall,
Printing Press, Toilet Complex and Landmark Trees
over 70 years old are missing.

*Source The Tribune dt 13.05.2011

Let's Save on multiple Langar Stalls
As per comments received on "ONLINE PETITION" till 30th, May 2011
over 98 % Sangat wants Daswand be invested for
Modern
Education
with
Moral Values

Skill
Development
and Careers

Healthcare
for poor

Coaching Centers
for IIT, IAS,
Defence etc.

Work for the Chardi Kala of the Panth.
please visit www.gocs.org & Join GOCS

G Ç CS
Group of Concerned SIKHS
Working together for
Awareness, Empowerment, Reforms

C-59, First Floor, Mansrover Garden, New Delhi - 110015. Ph: 65147955
• Web: www.gocs.org • E-mail: info@gocs.org
Zonal Reps.: West: 9810036681, Central: 9968060466,
South: 9717773434, North: 9818370413, East: 9968554326

Visit: www.gocs.org to register as volunteer / member

